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scott’s serviette strategy

“How to Put Your Money on Autopilot”
The first time I’ve ever revealed my personal financial plan
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SCOTT’S SERVIETTE STRATEGY

“Here’s how we’re going to manage our money”, I
announced to Liz, my fiancée, over dinner in a local
restaurant a few months ago.
“Oh really?” she said – eyebrows raised, head
cocked to the side.
(At that moment I pictured my father, laughing).
The truth is that managing money is a hard enough
slog even before you bring someone else into the
picture. And that’s exactly why I’d spent weeks
preparing for this discussion.
Now maybe I’m revealing a bit too much about my
personal situation, but Liz and I have very different
ideas about managing money:
I’m (obviously) a money geek. I’ve spent my entire
adult life (okay, and much of my childhood) thinking
about and making money. And given that you’ve
subscribed to the Barefoot Blueprint, the odds are
you’re probably a lot like me.
Liz doesn’t share my passion for finance. While it’s
very important for her to be financially independent
(a man has certainly never been her financial plan),
that’s pretty much where her interest ends.
Given that it’s important to me that we both play a
part in managing our money, I was forced to come
up with a simple, hassle-free plan that operated on
autopilot (for Liz), yet still had a focus on growing
our wealth each and every day (for me).
So with Liz’s eyes already beginning to glaze
over, I pulled out a pen and began drawing our
new financial plan on the back of the restaurant’s
serviette.

A Confession About My Past
Before I walk you through the plan, let me offer
you this confession: in the past I’ve written about
various money management strategies, from
working out pre-set spending levels, to using
iPhone apps that analyse your spending, to
keeping a daily spending diary.
All of these systems work – not because
there’s anything special or magic about them,
but because they force you to pay attention to
where your money is going. They’re the money
equivalent of the grapefruit juice diet.
But over the long term they’re not very sustainable
or practical – especially if you shack up with
someone who doesn’t like grapefruit for breakfast,
lunch and dinner.
So when I designed the system, I boiled it down
and focused on the four core elements that were
going to make the biggest, most meaningful
difference to our lives: boosting our income,
enjoying our money, maintaining our Mojo, and
compounding our money.
The power in this plan lies in its simplicity – now
we have it in place there are no grey areas, no
second-guessing what we ‘should’ be doing with
our money.
So don’t be fooled by the simplicity of the picture –
Liz and I are using this plan to manage our rental
property, save for a new family home, manage
two businesses that earn income in inconsistent
lumps, and keep our various Mojo and investment
accounts well funded.
So let’s get into it. As you read, I want you to follow
along with the picture, and let me show you how
you can make this plan your own.
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Producer: “I want to get your best money saving
tips.”

BLOW
When I began working at the Stock Exchange a
dozen years ago, money was tight. I’ve written
before about my intricate savings plan at the time – I
used to break up my pay into as many as 10 online
savings ‘buckets’, for each of my big out-of-pocket
expenses. Then again, I also used to eat spag-bol
three times a week because it was cheap.
Thank god those days are over (and my diet has
improved), but I’ve kept the strategy of divvying up
our income into three separate ‘money buckets’,
because it works so incredibly well.
Most people only have one money bucket.
If they’re renting it’s their transaction account, or if
they own a home it’s their home loan. Wages come
in, money goes out, and hopefully some is left over
to put towards investing and saving. But there’s
nothing systematic about it.
The problem with the ‘blow’ bucket is that it has a
hole in it – every dollar that you pour in ends up
leaking out the bottom.
After spending a decade helping thousands of
people with their finances, I can tell you that the way
you spend your money has more to do with what’s
going on inside your head than anything else.
Over the years I have hardwired my brain to be
more attracted to saving than spending. You may
be different, but I guarantee that after a short few
months of implementing this plan, you’ll have totally
changed the way you view your money.

Money Tips that Make Me Want to Stick
a Fork in My Eye
It’s time for another confession.
I do various regular television spots, and a couple
of weeks ago one of the producers pitched the
following idea:

Barefoot: “I don’t have any.”
Producer: “Come on… what about the old favorites
like taking your lunch to work?”
Barefoot: “Do you really think people haven’t
thought of that already. Seriously?”
I did the segment, and it was a complete load of
rubbish. One of the figures they put up was that
if you saved the money you spend on Coca-Cola
each day it would compound to $60,000 by the
time you hit 65. I said, with a straight face, that if
you’re drinking that much Coke each day perhaps
saving money is less a worry than contracting sugar
diabetes.
Here are the only two strategies that I use to
manage my day-to-day spending: direct debits, and
dollars.
Each time a recurring bill comes in I set aside 10
minutes to ask myself whether I really need the
expense, and if I decide I do, make sure I’m getting
the very best deal on offer – and then where I can, I
set the bill up as a direct debit, and where possible, I
make all the direct debits hit on the same day.
Next, Liz and I have a set amount of money each
week to ‘blow’ on whatever we want – we work hard
and we enjoy eating out and going out. And while
my wardrobe hasn’t changed in five years, Liz likes
shopping.
Importantly we made the decision to spend our blow
money in cold, hard cash. Forking over notes is the
fastest and easiest way to change your spending
behaviour that I know – so give it a try. Each time
you spend the money take a moment to look at the
item, and the money you’re handing over. Make it
a game to see how much money you have left over
after the week.
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The Leaky Bucket

Older, Wiser, Safer

So that’s the day-to-day stuff taken care of, but by
far the biggest drains on your blow bucket are your
home and your wheels.

I used to pride myself on owning cars that didn’t
need to be locked, and for a number of years I’ve
driven around in a basic ute that gets me from A to
B, and sometimes, if I’m lucky even to C.

You’ve probably noticed that I’ve included your
house repayments in the blow bucket. The reason
is that, contrary to what the bankers and real estate
agents will tell you, your home is not an investment.
The definition of an investment is something that
puts money in your pocket, and your family home
ends up costing you a huge amount of money in
interest, upkeep and maintenance.
Your family home is a wonderful asset – but it’s not
an investment. When I had my mortgage I stayed
variable but gave myself a buffer against future
interest rate rises. When we have our next mortgage
on our family home we’ll do the same.
In future Blueprints I plan on revisiting my insider’s
guide to getting the very best home loan – which
you get by dealing with independent researchers
like me, and teaming up with brokers who kickback
the commissions that banks pay straight on to your
loan. It can save you a huge amount of money over
the life of your loan.
The golden rules that has served me incredibly
well was my decision to not take on any more debt
until I’d paid off my family home: no credit cards, no
personal loans, no car leasing, no nothing – until I
got the title for my home back from the bank.
My first test came with my home loan, which was
dubiously called a ‘wealth package’. It bundled
up a mortgage with a (status seeking) gold credit
card. I cut the bloody thing up, and it felt incredibly
empowering.

Yet in the last few years I’m ashamed to say I’ve
found myself on howsafeisyourcar.com. I must be
getting older – I used to be the guy who caused
other people to consider ANCAP safety ratings, but
now I’m debating the merits of stability control and
curtain airbags (neither of which my ute has).
I love my family, and I want to make sure they’re as
safe as they possibly can be. That doesn’t mean
I’m going to get sucked into buying a brand new
car (your biggest car accident happens on the
showroom floor), but it does mean that I’m prepared
to pay cash for a safe car for my family. Buying a
good, safe, near-new car at a 50% off is incredibly
cool.
When I drew the blow bucket for Liz over dinner, I
didn’t pre-set any spending amounts to pour into
the bucket. I didn’t have to. By looking closely
at our outgoings, then setting up direct debits,
spending our fun money in cash, and keeping a lid
on our two biggest money drains, it was all pretty
straightforward.
To be completely honest I’d rather work harder
and earn more money than deny myself a few
little luxuries. And as we work our way around the
serviette, I’ll explain how you can do that too. But
right now let’s talk about the Mojo Bucket, which is
guaranteed to make you happy…

Today neither Liz nor I have credit cards. I see my
debit cards as an inverse status symbol – a badge
of pride. (Liz doesn’t really understand what the fuss
is, but goes along with it to keep the peace.)
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Shoot For Six Months

MoJO
The most important thing in this entire plan is the
money you put into your Mojo bucket. Yet most
people never get around to having more than a
couple of grand in their Mojo Bucket because they
are pouring so much money into their Blow Bucket.
That’s fairly standard. We all spend out money in
a way that we think is going to bring us the most
happiness – but let me explain why I changed my
thinking:

There’s no shame in renting
In the past I’ve bought and lived in a double-storey
penthouse in the middle of Melbourne – and I can
tell you that the best thing about that place, the thing
that made me smile, was my dog Buffett – not the
rooftop.
Liz and I now rent a joint in a little country Victorian
town of Romsey, while we save up for our family
home. The place fits me like a glove, or more to the
point, a pair of comfy ugg boots (which I’ve been
known to walk around town in without a second
thought). I drink at the local pub. I get caught talking
to locals and go on adventures and end up getting
bogged in paddocks.
One of the biggest factors that will determine your
wealth is the suburb you live in.
If you live in a wealthy neighbourhood there’s
an unconscious pressure to spend like your
neighbours. The book The Millionaire Next Door
studied the attributes of American millionaires and
found that, contrary to what society suggests, the
majority of them live in decent, working-class areas.
I’m biased but I wouldn’t live in a house and land
package development area, and I wouldn’t live in
Toorak (no offence to Eddie). Both are repayments
central. For me a home is about the people in it, and
the community around it.

The world is an uncertain place right now. Whether
we admit it or not we’re suffering through a debt
hangover that has a lot of similarities to a bushfire –
it’ll burn a lot of old dead wood before the regrowth
begins.
My direct experience of advising thousands of
people over the last decade has left me in no doubt
about the happiness-producing benefits of having
Mojo money. Making a conscious decision to pour
increasing amounts of money into your Mojo Bucket
is the smartest thing you’ll do, period.
Mojo will also eliminate what’s commonly cited as
most people’s number one stress, and the biggest
cause of relationship breakup. And in time, it’ll allow
you the freedom to start your own business, or do
work that matters. It’ll allow you to make your mark.
Liz and I have (roughly) six months of personal
living expenses sitting in a high-interest-paying
online savings account. You may not be there yet –
and that’s okay – but you need to make it a priority,
even if it takes you years.

Safety In the Market
Having a significant and growing amount of money
in your Mojo Bucket means you never have to be
one of those nervous investors who worries each
time the share market drops (as it tends to do some
of the time).
My analyst Mike, a very wealthy man by any
measure, credits his good fortune in the share
market to simply buying good businesses when
everyone else is selling them. But that’s hard to do
– unless you have the Mojo behind you to fall back
on – and that’s why most investors end up losing
money.
Many financial planners argue against having so
much money sitting in cash. They argue that it’s
foolish, and a better strategy is to move some of
that money into property or shares and generate a
higher long-term return.
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But they miss the point entirely. Having your Mojo
Bucket in place allows you to ride the inevitable
bumps of the share market and grow your money
over the long term. If you’re risking all your money
in the share market, you’ll sell as soon as things get
rocky.

Most investors don’t factor in how important tax is
in investing. All things being equal, superannuation
is the best place to invest your money – though you
need to temper that against not being able to access
the funds till you reach your preservation age, and
the strict rules that apply.

I explained to Liz that we don’t plan on ever
accessing our Mojo Bucket – its only purpose is to
give us, well, a sense of Mojo.

How to Lower Your Tax

Boosting Your Mojo
We keep 50% of our Mojo Bucket in a high-interest
online savings account that we can access at any
time.
And, as a result of the analysis contained in July’s
Blueprint, we’re taking slightly more risk with the
other 50% of our Mojo Bucket and investing it into
good quality, positively geared rental real estate
(and in the coming months I’ll introduce you to some
more property plays).
And based on our very conservative forecasts, our
money will compound over the next ten years and
will result in our Mojo Bucket being three times the
size that it is today.
My financial plan is focused on never, ever losing
money. It’s a conservative one for sure, but Liz knew
what she was signing herself up for – and while
there’s a good chance we’ll have a barney or three,
thankfully it’ll never be about money.

GROW
The final bucket I drew for Liz was the Grow Bucket.
The aim with every dollar that we pour into this
bucket is to double our dough every seven to ten
years (in boom times it’ll be quicker, in bad times it’ll
take longer).
Take a look at the serviette and you’ll see that
there are three sub-buckets that sit under the Grow
Bucket: superannuation, share market portfolio and
property investment.

Superannuation is the last great tax dodge, and in
future Blueprints I’ll explain how you can ensure that
you get all you’re entitled to. Yet for now the most
important advice I can give you is to get actively
engaged with your superannuation.
The cheapest and easiest way to get income
protection, total permanent disability and life cover is
through your super fund. If you’ve never looked into
it, do it – today. Simply call up your fund and ask
them how much you’re covered for.
If you have $250,000 you may want to look at
setting up a self-managed super fund (which, again,
I plan on doing a report on). And see if your fund
allows you the investment option of selecting your
own shares.
Given that you’re a Blueprint member, I’m going to
assume that you’ve already set up your brokerage
account, and at the very least you hsve invested
in our core holding, the Australian Foundation
Investment Company, (AFI:ASX), and that you’ve
joined their Dividend Reinvestment Plan (DRP).
The aim of each month’s Blueprint is to introduce
you to a well-researched business that we believe
will safely compound your money over time. I’ve had
a number of requests from recommended portfolios
from Blueprinters (which formed the basis of this
edition).
We will look to develop them in the future, but to
be completely honest I don’t think in the traditional
portfolio terms of ‘growth’ and ‘income’. If it’s a
wonderful business selling at a fair price, I’m happy
to invest. Remember, where your money goes, so
does mine.
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The Time to Buy Property
You’ll also see on the serviette that I drew a property
under the Growth Bucket. You may find that strange
given that I’ve been one of the most negative
property commentators for years.
Let me explain.
The plan that I drew out for Liz and I will last us
for the rest of our lives – it’s so simple, and so
powerful that we won’t need to follow anything else.
And because of that I’m sure that at some stage
residential property will become a bargain again.
One of my closest mates has a multi-million-dollar
property portfolio. He’s been in the game for 30
years, and has bought hundreds of homes – but he
hasn’t bought anything since the 90s.
Why? Because back then he was able to purchase
positive-cashflow properties that were generating
around 10% a year – but when they’re on offer
again, he’ll buy up big.

Don’t Lose Money
I’ve received thousands of emails from people over
the years who have lost their money investing. Most
people lose their money because they’re in a hurry
– someone appealed to their greed gland and told
them they could make money quickly.
Let me be honest. You’re not going to make money
quickly in the share market or the property market.
I’ve been in the markets for a dozen years and I
can tell you that the people I meet who think like
this invariably end up sending me emails in a few
months time.
The Grow Bucket is designed to safely compound
your money every seven to ten years (sometimes
faster, sometimes slower). It’s not exactly quick,
but throughout your life it can make you incredibly
wealthy.
When I first wrote The Barefoot Investor I was a
young kid out of university.

My earliest memory was sitting on my old man’s
knee and him giving me one share in BHP and
telling me that I was “now an owner in one of the
biggest companies in the world, and they share their
profits with you”.
Because of that I was very taken with the power of
long-term compound interest – where even a few
bucks invested long enough would snowball into a
tidy sum. And to some degree, because I followed
my own advice, I agree with Albert Einstein, it really
is the eighth wonder of the world.

Switching On the Autopilot
I’ve deliberately not put in pre-set percentages
for the buckets. (Liz wouldn’t cop it, and I don’t
expect you to either.)
As you put the plan in place you’ll find, as I
did, that there’s a lot of clarity in looking at your
finances in terms of the three bucket system
– and I’d encourage you to draw your own
serviette.
The essence of the plan is make the Blow
Bucket as small as you can by setting up direct
debits, and consciously spending money in
cash, and then apportioning the other money
into the other two buckets, with a focus on Mojo
and then Grow.

TURN THE TAP
But there’s a hitch: if you only ever up investing
a few grand a year, you don’t stand a chance of
becoming truly wealthy.
There’s a multi-million-dollar industry in this country
targeting broke fifty-year-olds and telling them
that they can buy a magic stock, or invest in ten
investment properties, and become rich without
having to work for it – but it’s a bunch of bullshit.
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The Real Secret to Wealth

Was I getting through to her?

At the top of the serviette I drew a picture of a tap
and called it ‘income’.

Maybe.

The real secret to propelling your wealth is to set
your income target low – and then systematically
work out a way to beat it each year. If you can live
off a small amount of money and still adequately fill
your three buckets, any additional money you earn
you can directly pour straight into your Mojo and
Grow buckets.
And when you do that year in year out, you’re
not only compounding your savings, you’re also
compounding your income – and that’s when I’ve
seen people make huge financial gains in a short
amount of time.
In the past I’ve shied away from talking about the
topic of earning more money. It makes a lot of
people very uncomfortable. Part of the reason for
this I think is that we’ve been brought up to believe
it’s rude to talk about money. But it’s also because,
try as we might, most of us have some degree of our
self-worth tied up in the job we do and the money
we earn.

She seemed not only comfortable with the plan, but
started taking more of an interest in the businesses
we were analysing in the Blueprint (shock horror!).
Then a few weeks later she announced that she had
decided to cut back her full-time role as a television
producer, move to part time, and use the extra time
to set up her own production business, operating out
of Barefoot HQ. A few days ago I walked past her
desk and heard her cold-calling people for business.
I couldn’t have been prouder.
Tread Your Own Path!
If you’ve read this far, I want to say thankyou. I
firmly believe that this is one of the most powerful
things I’ve written in years, and I’d like to hear your
thoughts, questions, and comments. Email me at
blueprint@barefootinvestor.com and I’ll answer
them, and shre them with the community in our
weekly updates.

Because turning the tap can quickly fill your buckets
to the brim, I’m going to devote more time to
teaching you how easy it is to set earnings goals
and exceed them – either through creating a side
business, or moving up in your career.
I know a lot of idiots who earn six figures – and
more. So do you.
What’s the difference between you and them?
Probably a lot less than you think.
When talking to Liz, I purposefully left ‘turn the tap’
till last. Despite being one of the most unmaterialistic
people I know, it wasn’t until many months into our
relationship that she told me how much money she
earned.
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